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Chapter 791 

A week later, Huaguo International Fashion Week, a high-profile feast in the 

Huaguo fashion industry, officially kicked off in the imperial capital. 

As a professional release platform for top domestic fashion and ready-to-wear 

new products, Fashion Week has become the main battlefield for well-known 

brands and designers to promote their images, showcase their creativity, and 

spread trends. It is no easy task to stand out among so many brands. 

Many brands have already started preparations more than half a year in 

advance. Selena’s studio has just been established, so it can’t be compared 

with those brands that have already matured. In the end, the new products of 

this season were rushed out the day before the press conference. . 

At this moment, in the corner of the audience, Gong Shangze was obviously a 

little nervous. 

Selena had finally hired Qin Shengyue to be a model. If his works did not 

achieve the desired effect, not only would the reputation of the studio be 

damaged, but Qin Shengyue’s reputation would also be affected. No matter 

how hard you try, it will all be in vain. 

Selena patted him on the shoulder and said, “Honey, don’t be nervous, have 

some confidence in yourself, okay? Your work is really great! Even Qin 

Shengyue praised you!” 

Han Momo repeatedly echoed, “It’s gold that will definitely shine!” 

Gong Shangze looked at the two gratefully, “Thank you!” 



Accompanied by a burst of traditional Chinese opera music, the opening 

ceremony officially began. 

The background of the stage was made into antique vermilion gates and 

emerald green copper rings. When the gates were opened, the majestic palace 

walls were revealed, and models wearing luxurious palace cheongsams 

stepped out from behind the scenes. 

Behind the big screen is the history logo. 

After seeing this sign, there was an uproar in the field… 

“The clothing brand for this opening ceremony is actually from history! It’s 

only been a year since the brand started, right? It’s incredible!” 

“That’s why I said that a designer is the soul of a brand. Dai Wei really 

deserves to be a rare genius once in a century. His works are so aura!” 

“However, I heard that there was a dark horse in the Golden Top Awards last 

time, and Dai Wei was defeated!” 

“The ingenuity of the anonymous designer at the Golden Summit Award is 

really amazing. Unfortunately, the style is too similar to history, and the chance 

of winning the award is also great. Who can guarantee that he can beat Dai 

Wei every time? I guess the final As a result, they were either squeezed out of 

the market or acquired by History! Haven’t they all disappeared recently?” 

… 

At the end of the show, the international supermodel Angel made a stunning 

debut in the finale of history. 

After the end, there was a burst of thunderous applause from the audience, 

and everyone congratulated Susie and Dai Wei. 



“This costume show is amazing! No wonder the organizer chose history as the 

opening!” 

“thank you all!” 

At this moment, Susie was wearing a neat little suit, as if she had transformed 

from a glamorous big star into an elite image of a company CEO, responding 

to everyone’s compliments gracefully. 

Susie has been enjoying herself recently. 

The newly released “The World” actually set a super high box office of 1.5 

billion on the first day of its release, second only to the Hollywood blockbuster 

released at the same time and “Happy” directed by the talented comedy 

genius Fang, and became the biggest dark horse in this issue. 

Since then, the daily box office has been getting higher and higher day by day 

due to the super high word-of-mouth and the self-importance of netizens. A 

week later, it ended with a perfect curtain call of 12.3 billion box office. 

All of a sudden, Susie, the heroine, became so popular that she even became 

the most popular candidate for the next actress. It can be said that the 

entertainment and fashion circles have a double harvest… 
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“This Susie is indeed capable. Other celebrities in the entertainment industry 

who create personal brands are nothing more than small troubles, and even 

lose money to make money, but she can do well!” 

“Of course not in the general entertainment industry. She is a real Bai Fumei, a 

wealthy daughter, and has a CEO boyfriend who has been silently supporting 

her behind her back. If you don’t want to succeed, you can’t do it, right?” 



“By the way, I don’t know which clothes Qin Shengyue will wear this time? It’s 

not history? Isn’t she always fond of newcomers?” 

“What’s so strange about this, it must be some big international brand!” 

… 

Listening to the discussions around her, Susie frowned slightly. 

“Unfortunately, I couldn’t invite Qin Shengyue…” 

Originally, this time it could be a little more perfect, but I didn’t expect that 

there would be some accidents in the end. For some reason, Qin Shengyue 

refused to act for them in the end. 

Dai Wei on the side said, “An Qi is also great! She is also an international 

supermodel now, and her influence is no lower than Qin Shengyue’s!” 

Susie glanced at him, but said nothing. 

Although Qin Shengyue has retired now, she was the first Chinese person to 

step onto the international stage back then. She was the darling of many 

international big names, and now her status in the fashion industry is like a 

weather vane. She also opened a clothing company. How could it be 

comparable to a newborn calf like An Qi? 

However, he already knew that Qin Shengyue would be difficult to hire, and 

this result was also expected. 

On the stage, other brands of clothing continued to show. 

After a few well-known brands, the big screen turned, and a line of words – 

Zeling zx slowly appeared. 



“Ah… Zeling! Isn’t that the brand of the designer who won the Golden Summit 

Award?” 

“I thought it was just a flash in the pan, and they won’t be participating in this 

fashion show!” 

“After all, if you are not careful, you will be compared by history. If you fail this 

time, even the title of the Golden Summit Award will be abolished!” 

“Tsk, you have the courage, you really dare to come!” 

… 

For this designer who once broke the highest score record of the Golden 

Summit Award, everyone undoubtedly paid close attention to it, so they 

couldn’t help but stare at it. 

The greater the expectations of everyone, the more demanding they are. 

Zeling’s situation this time is indeed difficult… 

I saw that the models walked onto the runway one after another. When the 

first set of clothes appeared, the audience suddenly fell silent. After a while, 

there was a sound of exclamation. 

The two sets of themes that Zeling showed this time are peach blossoms in 

the mountain temple and stars in midsummer, which are as beautiful as 

dreams. 

Different from the decadent and gorgeous theme of “Nirvana Rebirth” on the 

Golden Summit Awards, these two sets of clothes are like Cupid’s arrows, 

which make women’s girls’ hearts thump. 

In the audience, Susie’s reaction was calm, and Dai Wei was also an old god. 

Although there was a bit of jealousy in his eyes, he obviously didn’t regard 

them as competitors at all. 



So what if it’s well designed? 

In this circle, it is not enough to just know how to design. 

They won the Golden Top Award last time, but so what, old customers will still 

only believe in their brand, and will not easily believe in a brand that is short-

lived and may fall from the altar in the next second because of devaluation. 

After all, they are all targeting high-end customer groups, and clothing is no 

different from their face to them, so they need to be cautious. 

What they need to do now is to wait for Zeling to hit a wall everywhere and be 

desperate, then they can buy it at a low price, or even kill the brand directly, 

and poach the designer for their own use… 

However, in the next second, Susie and Dai Wei, who were originally confident, 

suddenly widened their eyes… 
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In addition, those who were shocked were all the people in the industry, 

guests, stars and others… 

No one expected that the model who appeared in the last set of high-end 

custom-made dresses with the Zeling Midsummer Star theme turned out to 

be Qin Shengyue! 

The dark blue background is inlaid with shimmering bright diamonds, the 

design of the v-neck on the chest is like a galaxy, and the whole suit is like the 

vast starry sky above Xia Ye’s head, like a dream… 

It’s… crazy! 

How is this going? 



How did Qin Shengyue appear as Zeling’s finale model? 

Didn’t she praise Dai Wei many times in public? 

Now, on such an important occasion as today, she wears the clothes of the 

designer zx who defeated Dai Wei last time. Does this publicly show that she 

thinks that mysterious designer is stronger than Dai Wei? 

All the guests, industry professionals and designers including reporters at the 

scene couldn’t wait to ask about it! 

Finally, the morning show is over. 

In the audience, the reporters have long been looking forward to it. 

After waiting for a long time, Qin Shengyue finally appeared from the 

backstage and changed into another set of clothes. 

And what she was wearing was a fiery red Huaguo style classic embroidered 

dress. The wide skirt was burned to the knees by the flames, revealing a pair of 

smooth, slender and extremely beautiful legs… 

Anyone with a discerning eye will recognize it immediately. This is a set from 

the work “Nirvana” by the designer zx who won the Golden Summit Award last 

time! 

“Miss Qin, may I ask if the suit you are wearing is Zeling’s clothes?” 

“yes.” 

“Miss Qin, why do you love Zeling so much?” 

Qin Shengyue caressed her skirt, her eyes flashed, and she asked in a natural 

tone, “Do you still need to ask?” 



At this second, Qin Shengyue perfectly blended with the temperament of this 

suit, which was simply shocking. 

Qin Shengyue is really suitable for this suit in terms of personality, 

temperament and figure! 

“Yes… I don’t need it… Zeling is too beautiful and aura, worthy of its brand 

name! Then, Ms. Qin, what do you think of history, how do you think Zeling 

compares with histoty? You seem to have always been interested in History is 

very appreciative, why suddenly turn to Zeling? Is there any inside story in 

this?” The reporter asked with deep meaning. 

All eyes on the scene were also focused on Qin Shengyue for a moment. 

Including Selena in the audience. 

She was really afraid that Miss Qin would suddenly say something like “it’s 

nothing, my sister is happy”… 

Fortunately, Qin Shengyue was quite reliable at critical moments, and replied 

unhurriedly… 

“Dai Wei is the most talented designer I have ever seen. I really admired him 

all the time before, but his designs are like a perfect world where time stands 

still. Beauty is beauty, but nothing remains the same. And Zeling, but I have 

seen growth and transformation, as well as infinite possibilities in the future!” 

Qin Shengyue has a very high status in the industry, and her evaluation is 

extremely authoritative. 

This sentence directly affirmed Zeling’s ability, and pushed Zeling, who was 

originally unknown and wandering on the border, into the fashion circle, like 

an imperial plaque. 



Not far away, Susie, who watched the situation develop to this point, almost 

lost control of her emotions, “Why is this happening? It’s fine if it’s another big 

name! How could it be Zeling! Last time we gave away all the clothes It 

passed, but Qin Shengyue refused, is there something wrong with your 

design?” 
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Dai Wei hastily denied, “It’s impossible! That suit was the finale of our 

exhibition at Milan Fashion Week last time…” 

This happened again and again, Susie couldn’t bear it no matter what, and 

said sharply, “No wonder Qin Shengyue said that you are the same, so you 

have no other plans?” 

“But I also chose that one for insurance…” 

Although Dai Wei said so, in fact, he had already started to panic. 

If it could be said that the last time was just a coincidence, then this time, after 

seeing Zeling’s other designs again, his already guilty fear deepened. 

After all, everything he owns now is stolen. How many honors and praises he 

has during the day, and how much he fears the disappearance of all of them at 

night… 

The most important thing is that his design draft is almost seriously 

insufficient. Although he secretly recruited a large number of people to imitate 

Gong Shangze’s style, the imitated works, no matter how perfect the imitation 

is, are not the original after all… 

No, he must find out who that zx is! 

The more he looked at that person’s work, the more frightened he became, 

and he even had the illusion that it was designed by Gong Shangze. 



But, how is it possible, Gong Shangze will never turn over, and his design can’t 

reach this height and realm… 

At night, after the event, Dai Wei was in a bad mood, left Susie aside, and left 

alone. 

Just as he was about to get in the car, he accidentally glanced across the road 

from the corner of the eye, and saw a face that appeared in his nightmare 

every night. 

Gong… Gong Shangze! 

Dai Wei was out of his wits, and was about to find out, but the man had 

already gotten into the car and quickly disappeared from sight. 

Dai Wei calmed down after the car left for a long time. He must be too 

nervous, it must be… 

That person’s clothes and hairstyle are so fashionable, how could he be that 

slovenly madman like Gong Shangze? 

In the car you just left. 

Selena glanced in the rearview mirror, “That person across from me just now 

was Dai Wei, right? Did he recognize you?” 

Gong Shangze obviously saw it too, and said with a wry smile, “Probably not, 

after all, I don’t even recognize myself with my current appearance.” 

Selena nodded when she heard the words, “This is really…” 

Han Momo looked curious, “What was Director Gong like before?” 

“You’d better not know, you will be disillusioned…” While talking to the two, 

the phone suddenly rang, it was an unfamiliar number. 



Selena picked it up suspiciously, “Hello?” 

“Miss!!!” As soon as the phone was connected, an extremely excited voice 

came from the other end of the phone. 

Selena hesitated, “Are you… Mama Wu?” The only person who would call her 

that was the old servant beside Grandpa. 

“Yes! It’s me! Miss, you should hurry to the hospital! The master is in the 

hospital!” Wu Ma’s tone was extremely sad. 

“What did you say?” 

With a piercing sound, Selena nearly parked the car on the side of the road, 

and asked with a bloodless face, “What’s wrong with Grandpa?” 

“Master, he fainted suddenly at home. The doctor said that he might not be 

able to survive this time… I don’t think any of them informed you. Think about 

it, I made this call on my own. The person I most want to see must be It’s 

you…” Wu Ma’s tone actually meant to ask her to see her one last time. 

“How could this be…Which hospital? I’ll go there right away!” 
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“Sorry, my grandpa is ill. I have to go to the hospital immediately. I may not be 

able to send you off.” 

“It’s okay, it’s okay, sister Xi, go quickly! Grandpa is important! We’ll just take a 

taxi and go!” 

“Okay, be careful on the road.” 

“Boss, don’t worry too much, drive slowly on the road!” 



“okay, I get it!” 

… 

After bidding farewell to Gong Shangze and Han Momo, Selena immediately 

rushed to the hospital address Wu Ma mentioned. 

At the same time, while driving, he made another phone call to ask Mama Wu 

to inquire about the situation, “Mama Wu, what’s going on? I called Grandpa a 

few days ago. Isn’t he in good health?” 

On the other end of the phone, Mama Wu sighed, “Hey, the master is 

comforting you. You also know the situation at home. The young master is 

only thinking about the adopted daughter, and the second young master’s 

house, the two illegitimate daughters are even more serious.” The sky is full of 

smog! 

The master has waited eagerly for so many years, but he still hasn’t found a 

great-grandson who will inherit his bloodline. As he gets older, his heart 

disease will inevitably get worse. 

In fact, the old man is most worried about you. Miss Xin still has her mother to 

protect her, but what about you, Miss? He was afraid that after he left, you 

would be alone and helpless. 

Before, he always wanted to match you with that young master of the Xi 

family, and he also wanted you to have someone to rely on in the future…” 

Selena listened to these words quietly, unable to tell what it was like. 

… 

When Selena arrived, Ning Yaohua, Zhuang Lingyu, Susie, Ning Yaobang, Ning 

Tianxin, and Roman were already there. 



Ning Yaohua and Zhuang Lingyu looked solemn, Susie cried until her eyes 

were swollen, and she was leaning weakly in Roman’s arms. 

Ning Yaobang didn’t have any sadness on his face, he stared at Ning Yaohua, 

and said with disdain, “What are you pretending to do! You, one or two, all 

wish for the death of the old man! Once the old man dies, the Ning family will 

be the only one!” Yours!” 

“Shut up! Are you talking like a human being? Dad is already like this, and you 

are still talking about this!” Ning Yaohua angrily scolded. 

“What’s wrong with me? Didn’t I just say what was in your heart? This is a 

jump? Do you dare to say that you don’t think so in your heart?” 

… 

As the two sides were arguing, there was a sound of hurried footsteps at the 

end of the corridor, and then everyone saw Selena rushing over. 

“Yo, another family property contender!” Ning Yaobang snorted coldly. 

Seeing Selena, Susie’s eyes flashed a hidden vigilance. 

Now the biggest obstacle for her to get the Ning family is that stubborn old 

man. As long as the old man is gone, the power will fall into Ning Yaohua’s 

hands. Without the old man’s preference for Selena, Ning Yaohua and Zhuang 

Lingyu will definitely stand by On her own side, then, the Ning family is still in 

her hands! 

As for the second room, Ning Yaobang’s unsupportable Adou and the weak-

tempered Ning Tianxin are nothing to be afraid of. It is impossible for the old 

man to hand over the company to such people! 

She’s afraid now…if the old man is impulsive before he dies, and recklessly 

gives all the shares in his hand to Selena…then it will all be over! 



Of course, this possibility is very small, and Ning Yaohua will never let this 

happen. 

With the personality of the old man, it is estimated that part of it will be given 

to ensure that she has no worries about food and clothing… 

Although she is not willing to let her take these shares for nothing, it is not 

bad for her to watch her take charge of the company as a small shareholder… 

 


